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GENETICALLY MODIFIED CROPS: THE ETHICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES

Ethical considerations

6.1 Public concern about the environment has been increasing in the developed world since the 1960s
and is now growing rapidly in the developing world. In the UK (United Kingdom) all the main political
parties have well-developed environmental agendas. Most of these concerns about the environment
are ethically based and the majority centre on welfare, both the welfare of people living now and the
welfare of future generations. Obviously, if the resource base provided by our environment became
so depleted or damaged that it could not sustain human life, the loss of welfare would be infinite
and the moral responsibility of those who bring about such ecological disasters undeniable.

6.2 Less tangibly, another component of welfare takes the form of the pleasure that is derived from
living alongside elements of the natural world, or perhaps even the pleasure of knowing that they
still exist somewhere and could be visited. Issues of rights are also at stake. One particular conflict
of rights is between the rights of some people to exploit the environment in pursuit of a livelihood,
as against the rights of others who want to preserve the environment as an amenity.

6.3 Some people argue that the environment, or perhaps the living organisms that comprise it, have
rights of their own. This is a difficult argument. Entities that possess rights usually, although not
always, possess the ability to waive their rights and to make choices about how they exercise them.
Plants and animals certainly cannot pass that test. At another level, rights are often thought to protect
the vital interests of creatures that cannot make choices for themselves: babies and unconscious
people have rights even when they cannot make choices. It is a stretch of the imagination to think
that plants have vital interests, as distinct from human beings having vital interests in what happens
to plants, although many people feel that non-human animals can be said to have vital interests.

6.4 Some of those who argue that genetic modification (GM) is intrinsically wrong, or ‘unnatural’, do so
from a position that the environment has rights, including the right not to have species boundaries
violated. Such views may come from either a religious or secular perspective. Whether we accept
the idea of rights for the environment or not, this could be taken as a way of saying that human
beings have no right to act in a way that violates such boundaries. Such views have something of an
‘unarguable’ quality, inasmuch as no amount of information, explanation or rationalisation would
move a person with such views from their position. In addition, they present the problem of how,
democratically, such views can be taken into account when it is uncertain whether they are in the
minority or majority.

6.5 Others raise issues of ‘naturalness’ as a way of expressing uneasiness about what genetic modification
means for our relationship with the natural world. Although they are prepared to accept that we
already live with considerable human intervention in the environment, particularly in the high
intensity agriculture involved in modern food production, genetic modification seems like a ‘step
too far’. Indeed, the advent of genetic technology may have prompted some people to reflect on
just how far we have come in terms of our interventions, in gradual steps, and to question these
interventions from a fresh perspective. Such reflections have been an important contributor to the
rise in interest in organic farming. The problem with taking account of such views is that, in the
absence of detailed knowledge about the technology, people may not be able to say precisely what
boundary is being breached, and feelings about those boundaries will differ from person to person.
For some the limit might be the introduction of human genes into crops. For others it may be the
presence of animal genes or of even any gene that could not have reached its destination through
‘conventional’ breeding techniques.1

1 As yet only copies of plant genes and modified copies of bacterial genes have been used in commercially released crop plant
varieties. For some the fact that these modifications transcend the range of transfers allowed by ‘conventional’ breeding
means this limit is already crossed.
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6.6 These reactions raise important public policy issues. One is the difficulty in assessing just how far
these concerns might be traded off against the perceived benefits of the technology, such as the price
of food, or the self-sufficiency of a country’s food supplies. None the less, it should be an objective
of public policy to understand these concerns more fully and to take them into account when
regulatory guidelines or legislation are being drawn up. The articulation of an ethical framework
for the development and control of genetic technology, particularly a framework that requires a
statement of what is considered acceptable and unacceptable by society, would help to draw out
consensus on the dominant ethical questions.

6.7 Other ethical considerations to do with the environmental impact of GM crops are based on welfare
in a more straightforward way. They are concerned with the consequences, rather than the intrinsic
rightness or wrongness of manipulating genes. Having said this, it must be recognised that, as a
recent Church of Scotland study of the ethics of genetic engineering2 points out, people bring their
intrinsic values and judgements to bear on their arguments about likely consequences, whether they
are comfortable with the use of or against the technology. Thus, proponents of the technology
citing practical benefits may have an intrinsic value system that views science and progress as good
things in themselves, and opponents may be analysing risks from a world-view that questions the
rightness of technological progress.

6.8 The dominant welfare-based concern is that genetic modification, like some other technological
advances, will not be an unqualified success and that we risk damaging the economic and amenity
resources of the environment. Such concerns are more amenable to the traditional role of public
policy in ensuring safety. They are not completely amenable, however, because of the difficulties
in determining the nature and extent of any hazard. For example, we do not even have an
agreed measure of the relative seriousness of different kinds of environmental harm. Such concerns
also point strongly to the need to find ways of weighing risks against benefits, for without such a
calculation it is impossible to judge the contribution either of GM technology as a whole, or individual
applications of the technology, to the sum of human welfare.

6.9 The genetic modification of plants also raises questions of rights in relation to environmental impact.
For example, do seed companies, farmers and the food industry have a right to pose environmental
risks, however small, in pursuit of benefits, whether these are profits, consumer benefits, or both?
On most understandings of rights, individuals and others have a right to risk their own well-being,
but not to risk that of others. Conversely, it may be that those who wish to protect the environment
might have the right to forgo their own rights, to avoid limiting other people’s economic benefits. It
is the responsibility of governments, acting on wider considerations than safety assessments alone,
to balance these interests. A balance needs to be struck between the legitimate desire of farmers to
provide a livelihood for themselves and their families, the reasonable demands of the food producers,
retailers and the consumers, and the continuing need to maintain a sustainable environment for
future generations.

6.10 There has been much emphasis in the public debate on the negative ways in which the genetic
modification of plants could affect the environment. These do, however, need to be examined in
the context of fluctuation in ecosystems, and we have therefore attempted to set such concerns
alongside potential advantages. We discuss in Chapter 7 how far these possible negative impacts
might be amenable to risk assessment, risk/benefit analysis, and control within an ethical framework.
But first we pick up some general issues.

2 Bruce A and Bruce D (eds) (1998) Engineering Genesis: The Ethics of Genetic Engineering in Non-Human Species,
Earthscan, London.
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How does genetic modification differ from ‘conventional’ plant breeding?

6.11 We have seen in Chapter 2 that conventional plant breeding techniques rely on the repeated
crossing of closely related plants and the selection of those showing the most desirable
characteristics. Genetic modification enables more rapid introduction of desired characteristics.
Once the genes for the desired traits have been identified, they can be spliced directly into
plant cells. However, as pointed out in that chapter, the immediate products of such plant
transformations go through a series of extensive breeding trials. They are grown initially in
closed greenhouses, then in isolated field plots, before further testing in a variety of crops and
climates, in exactly the same way as the products of conventional plant breeding. All novel
crops, whether obtained by genetic modification or by conventional cross-breeding, have to
satisfy certain standards before they can be released. GM crops do not have a short-cut to
the market.

6.12 However, genetic modification differs from conventional plant breeding because it expands the
range of genetic material available to the plant breeder beyond that of related plants. Genes from
bacteria, fungi, viruses and animals, as well as unrelated plant species, have already been successfully
introduced into crop plants. One example is the Bt gene which is derived from bacteria and inserted
into plants to provide protection against insects (see paragraph 2.33).

The analogy between genetically modified crops and plant ‘exotics’

6.13 Political decisions to regulate GM plants were taken largely on the basis of experience with ‘alien’
or ‘exotic’ organisms. In most countries there are many thousands of plants and some animals
which are not native, but have been introduced either deliberately or accidentally. Our gardens and
parks are full of plants that have been introduced, over a period of about five hundred years, from
all over the world. The Victorian plant hunters were particularly active. Exotics have flourished in
the new environment and are to be found in every garden centre. A few flourish to the extent
that they become pests, to the detriment of native species and, possibly, to economic activity. The
mussels that clog up Canada’s lakes, rabbits in Australia and the grey squirrels that have nearly
pushed out the UK’s native red squirrels are well-known examples. Plants get less attention, but
rhododendrons, Japanese knot-weed and giant hogweed are all considered serious pests in some
UK environments.

6.14 So just how exotic are GM plants? Clearly the answer must depend on the nature of the new genes.
Although all are exotic in the sense that the particular genetic combination achieved will not have
been released into the environment before, few are likely to cause problems, just as few exotic
introductions cause problems. Critics of the analogy with exotic organisms argue that conventional
introductions that cause problems are more likely to be radically different from anything present
in that environment before. In the case of GM plants, a familiar crop with a few, often very few,
genetic changes is involved.

6.15 It is not generally realised that crop plants are usually uncompetitive outside their normal agricultural
environments, since they have been bred for characteristics that humans want, at the expense of
traits that enable them to flourish in wild conditions. One such crop is wheat. However, if the
genes inserted were to increase the plant’s competitive ability in any way, there may be potential
to disrupt natural eco-systems. The finding from the GM plants studied to date is, on the one hand,
that introduction of the foreign gene does not increase the plants competitiveness in the wild, and if
there is no selection pressure for maintenance of the transgene, then the transgene itself may be lost
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in a few generations.3 On the other hand, a recent research report suggests that GM insect-resistant
rapeseed survives better in a wild environment than non-GM oilseed rape, so caution is required
and further research is vital.4

6.16 Accordingly, it is the traits that increase competitive behaviour that are of primary concern. These
traits involve genes that increase general vigour and growth, genes which increase a crop’s ability
to survive outside the normal agricultural environment or genes which affect ‘fitness’ in any way. A
plant’s ability to spread its genes to near relatives is also a concern, in case the near relatives take
on competitive characteristics. Some crop plants are effectively ‘biologically isolated’. They have
no near relatives with which they can interbreed and there is therefore no risk of genetic transfer.
For example, maize and potatoes have been developed from plants endemic to South America and
have no European relatives with which they can hybridise.5

6.17 Oilseed rape and sugar beet, however, have been developed from European native plants and both
have been shown to be capable of transferring genes to related wild species.6 Thus, the risk of ‘trans-
gene escape’ is related to the environment in which the crops are being grown. GM potatoes in South
America would raise more concerns about genetic transfer than would the same crops in Europe.7 We
consider that the analogy with exotics has been a helpful one in regulating the release of GM crops.

6.18 Research is currently being carried out into ways to limit interspecies hybridisation. The pollen
dispersal and gene flow of transgenic crops has been studied8 and is being compared to data about
similar, non-transgenic crops.9 This allows assessments to be made about the distances GM crops
must be planted from wild relatives and other plants to reduce risks of hybridisation. Research is
also being carried out into ways to prevent pollen-mediated transmission of transgenes by ensuring
that transgenic DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is not incorporated into pollen (see paragraph 2.29).10

What benefits and risks do GM crops bring to the environment?

6.19 A considerable amount has been said and written already about both the potential benefits and risks
to the environment of GM plants, but we are only beginning to accumulate the data that will enable
us to evaluate precisely the pros and cons of these issues, or more correctly, series of issues. This
is an argument for continued, controlled research. If further research indicates that some particular
applications of GM technology pose such risks to the environment that they should not go into
commercial production, they should be withdrawn. The most difficult aspect of the discussion of
risks and benefits is whether to develop a mechanism for weighing them up against each other.
This is not an explicit part of our current policy and regulatory approaches. The arguments for and
against doing so are explored further in Chapter 7.

3 See, for example, Brookes M (1998) Running Wild, New Scientist, No. 2158:38–41 and the discussion reported in
Masood E (1999) UK gets the green light on modified crops, Nature, 397: 286.

4 Stewart C, All J, Raymer P and Ramachandran S (1997) Increased fitness of transgenic insecticidal rapeseed under insect
selection pressure, Molecular Ecology, 6: 773–779.

5 Raybould A and Gray A (1993) Genetically modified crops and hybridisation with wild relatives: a UK perspective, Journal
of Applied Ecology, 30: 199–219.

6 Mikkelsen T, Andersen B and Jorgensen R (1996) The risk of crop transgene spread Nature, 380:31; Timmons A,
O’Brien E, Charters Y, Dubbels S and Wilkinson M (1995) Assessing the risks of wind pollination from fields of genetically
modified Brassica napus ssp. olifera, Euphytica, 85:417–23.

7 Brookes M, Running Wild, p. 38–41.
8 For example Scheffler J (1993) Frequency and distance of pollen dispersal from transgenic oilseed rape (Brassica napus),

Transgenic Research, 2:356–364; van Raamsdonk L and Schouten H (1997) Gene flow and establishment of transgenes
in natural plant populations, Acta Botanica Neerlandica, 46:69–84.

9 Hokanson S, Hancick J and Grumet R (1997) Direct comparison of pollen-mediated movement of native and engineered
genes, Euphytica, 96:397–403.

10 Daniell H, Datta R, Varma S, Gray S and Lee S (1998) Containment of herbicide resistance through genetic engineering of
the chloroplast genome, Nature Biotechnology, 16:345–348; Gray A and Raybould A (1998) Reducing transgene escape
routes, Nature, 392: 653–654.
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Potential benefits to the environment as a consequence of using GM
technology

6.20 Reductions of inputs: widespread use of GM crops, particularly herbicide-tolerant crops, in the
United States (US) and Canada is producing data about changes to herbicide regimes. The most
immediate benefit is an increase in yield due to the introduction of herbicide-tolerant or insect-
resistant crops. It may be for this reason that the planting of GM soya has spread so quickly in
the US, growing from 2% to 15% to 40% of the annual crop in three successive years. Zeneca,
which produces tomatoes with improved shelf life, has data about energy and water savings as a
consequence of the tomatoes being easier to process. There are also figures for pesticide reduction
as a consequence of the in-built pest-resistance strategies beginning to be used on a commercial
scale. A valuable summary of the data that are currently available is to be found in the recent House
of Lords report on the regulation of GM crops.11

6.21 Improved agronomic practice: besides the reductions in inputs of chemicals, energy and water,
other possible benefits may accrue from changes in agronomic practice.12 For example, experience
in the US and Canada shows that the more efficient weed control gained by use of herbicide-tolerant
crops allows the farmer to sow directly into unploughed land. This leads to a reduction in soil
moisture loss and a small increase in the length of the growing season. The use of herbicide-tolerant
crops may also be beneficial where soils are prone to erosion, or where they have become damaged,
for example through increased salinity after inappropriate irrigation.

Concerns about possible environmental changes as a consequence of using
GM technology

6.22 Concerns about the introduction of herbicide-tolerant crops: one of the first developments in this
new field has been the introduction of herbicide-tolerant crops, where the crop is engineered to be
tolerant to a broad-spectrum herbicide (see Chapter 2). The fact that the crop can be sprayed and
be unaffected means that farmers can control a wide variety of weeds and control them early in
the growing cycle. The alternative is repeated spraying of herbicides specific to certain weeds. Also,
it is argued, the broad-spectrum herbicides are less persistent in the soil than alternatives and are
therefore less environmentally damaging.

6.23 Critics argue that the development of GM crops is perpetuating chemical use, when the goal should
be to move away from it. Much of the difficulty of these discussions is to decide what kind of
agriculture should be used as a basis of comparison; either conventional high-intensity agriculture,
or integrated pest management, or organic farming. On the one hand, critics of GM crops are
unconvinced that the broad-spectrum herbicides can be termed ‘environmentally friendly’, citing
evidence of damage to aquatic life. They are also concerned that use of broad spectrum herbicides
will leave even fewer weeds in fields than in intensive agriculture, and this will further threaten the
already diminishing farmland wildlife, particularly insects and the birds that rely on them for food.
On the other hand, if yield increases meant that marginal land could be taken out of cultivation and
returned to the wild, then the use of GM crops might tip the balance the other way. This may be
more of an option in some countries than in others.

6.24 Critics of the introduction of herbicide-tolerant crops also argue that if unwanted herbicide-tolerant
crop plants were to become a problem in the following season’s crops, a less acceptable herbicide

11 House of Lords Select Committee on the European Communities (1999) EC Regulation of Genetic Modification in
Agriculture (Session 1998–99 2nd Report), The Stationery Office, London, p 21.

12 James C (1998) Global Review of Commercialized Transgenic Crops, 1998. ISAAA Briefs No 8, ISAAA, Ithaca,
pp 12–16.
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might have to be used to control them although this might only mean reverting to current
agricultural practice. The example of herbicide-tolerant crops illustrates for many the need to
consider the cumulative environmental impacts of GM crops, that is, in terms of the agricultural
context in which they will be used. Research is being carried out by the UK Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food (MAFF) and the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions
(DETR) into the environmental effects of, and biodiversity surrounding, farm-scale plantings of
herbicide-tolerant crops which took place in Spring 1999. Research into the biological diversity of
areas surrounding herbicide-tolerant crops is currently being carried out.

6.25 Several accounts of such work have appeared in 1999. A recent press report entitled ‘Bees ‘‘spread
genes from GM crops’’’13 described work with oilseed rape from the Scottish Crop Research
Institute in Dundee.14 The scientists measured the amount of gene flow through pollen dispersal in
an agricultural context, and found that although the density of pollen declined rapidly with distance
from the source, as would be expected, pollination occurred up to four kilometres from test sites,
much further than expected, probably carried by bees. They concluded that ‘farm to farm spread of
OSR (oilseed rape) transgene will be widespread’. A second paper described a modelling approach
to the long-distance pollen movement.15 A third paper at the same conference also described
research using oilseed rape. It found that 7% of seed set on male sterile plants placed at 400
metres from a GM crop were herbicide-tolerant.16 While this use of male sterile ‘bait’ plants is
a deliberate worst case scenario,17 these results are pertinent to current discussions on protocols
for GM crops: and particularly for organic farmers wishing to prevent cross pollination. But there
are also implications for cross-farm boundary pollen spread for conventional agriculture. This cross
pollination in oilseed rape has already been recognised as a problem when edible oilseed rape crops
are grown in close proximity to industrial (non-edible) oilseed rape crops, and indeed, there is already
a standard isolation requirement for industrial crops to maintain the quality of the product.18 This
approach will need to be extended in order to ensure that any spread of transgenes into organic or
non-GM crops remains below agreed thresholds. The implications of cross-pollination between GM
and non-GM or organic crops for labelling of food products is discussed in paragraph 7.53.

6.26 There is no suggestion that the pollen from GM plants behaves differently in any way from that
from non-GM plants, so presumably such cross pollination has been occurring for several years. It
should also be borne in mind that farmers have alternate strategies available: thus, if ‘volunteers’19

become resistant to one particular herbicide, the farmer can still use a number of other herbicides
or crop rotation to control the problem. The transfer of herbicide-tolerance would only be relevant
to areas where herbicides are used.

6.27 Concerns about the introduction of insect-resistant crops: plants that are modified to carry
integral pesticide genes, such as the gene for Bt toxin, poison target insects as soon as they start
eating the plant (paragraphs 2.5, 2.33). The advantage of this approach is that it may be seen as a
more environmentally friendly option than spraying crops with chemical pesticides. As an example,
a recent report suggests that the use of Bt-cotton has decreased the amount of insecticide sprayed

13 Nuttall N (1999) Bees ‘spread genes from GM crops’, The Times, 15 April 1999.
14 Thompson C, Squire G, Mackay G, Bradshaw J, Crawford J and Ramsay G (1999) ‘Regional patterns of geneflow and its

consequence for GM oilseed rape’ a paper presented at a conference titled Gene Flow for Transgenic Crops, University
of Keele, 12–14 April 1999.

15 Squire G, Crawford J, Ramsay G, Thompson C and Bown J (1999) ‘Gene flow at the landscape level’ a paper presented at
a conference titled Gene Flow for Transgenic Crops, University of Keele, 12–14 April 1999.

16 Research by Sweet J and Simpson E was cited in: Coglan A (1999) Gone with the wind, New Scientist, No 2182: 25.
17 Male sterile ‘bait’ plants are the worst case scenario because they do not produce any pollen of their own and can therefore

be described as ‘hungry for pollen’.
18 Current isolation requirements require a 50 metre separation between a high erucic acid industrial crop and any edible

oilseed rape crops.
19 A ‘volunteer’ is an unwanted crop plant self-propagated from previous year’s crop.
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in the US by 250,000 gallons in 1996.20 Yield increases averaged 7%, and insecticide savings were
US$140 to US$280 per hectare, while the farmers paid a ‘technology fee’ of US$75 per hectare,
resulting in an overall saving of US$77 per hectare.

6.28 However, there are concerns on three fronts. First, such crops might achieve a more efficient and
comprehensive kill of pests than spraying (which inevitably misses a certain number of insects). This
would result in less food for birds and other animals further up the food chain. Secondly, a high level
of killing would exert strong selection pressure on any resistant insects, so that the pest resistance
might quickly become ineffective. This might force farmers to go back to spraying. Thirdly, inbuilt
pest resistance might affect non-target species, including susceptible beneficial insects which feed
on pest species.

6.29 Preliminary research into insect predators which prey on crop pests suggests that the consumption
of pests which have eaten Bt crops does not harm the predators.21 However, a recent laboratory
study on lacewings suggested that effects on non-target species were possible, but there are
as yet no corroborative field data.22 A similar result has been reported for a system involving
transgenic potatoes expressing the snowdrop lectin gene for aphid resistance, aphids and predatory
ladybirds.23 The authors found that the expression of the lectin gene could cause an adverse effect on
the predatory ladybirds via aphids in its food chain. These scenarios are possible under conventional
spraying regimes, but environmentalists argue that if inbuilt pest resistance is to be presented as
environmentally preferable to current chemical treatment, it should have less impact on non-target
species. This comment is a good illustration of the different perspectives that are brought to the
debate about GM crops. Those generally in favour of the technology concentrate on the reduction
in chemical use; while those against concentrate on the failure of this approach to achieve their
goal, that of a transition to an environmentally-friendly agriculture.

6.30 Such research raises important questions about how extensive non-target effects might be. Further
research over several generations of pest predators will be required to determine whether crops
with insect-resistance genes such as Bt have any long-term effect on them. An additional issue is
whether, in a field of GM plants, some fraction (and 20% has been suggested for Bt corn), should be
sown with a conventionally bred equivalent, in order to reduce the development of pest resistance.24

6.31 Concerns about creating new viruses: viruses cause extensive damage to a wide variety of important
agronomic crops, costing several million pounds per annum in the UK alone.25 Virus resistance was
one of the first targets for genetic modification of crops, as plant viruses have a relatively simple
genetic make-up, the function of which is reasonably well understood. One strategy involves taking
just part of the genetic material of a plant virus and inserting it into its host plant. The viral genes act
in a similar way to a vaccine, conferring on the plant some resistance to the virus. However, the use
of virus particles in plants in this way has raised some concerns.26 The concern is whether different

20 James C (1997) Global Status of Transgenic Crops in 1997, ISAAA Briefs No. 5. ISAAA, Ithaca, New York, p 13.
21 Riddick E and Barbosa P (1998) Impact of Cry3A-intoxicated Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) and

pollen on consumption, development, and fecundity of Coleomegilla maculata (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae), Annals of
the Entomological Society of America, 91: 303–307; Pilcher C, Obrycki J, Rice M and Lewis L (1997) Preimaginal
development, survival, and abundance of insect predators on transgenic Bacillus thuringiensis corn, Environmental
Entomology, 26:446–454.

22 Hilbeck A, Baumgartner M, Fried P and Bigler F (1998) Effects of transgenic Bacillus thuringiensis corn-fed prey on
mortality and development time of immature Chrysoperla carnea (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae), Environmental Entomology,
27:480–487.

23 Birch A, Geoghegan I, Majerus M, McNicol J, Hackett C, Gatehouse A and Gatehouse J (1999) Tri-trophic interactions
involving pest aphids, predatory 2-spot ladybirds and transgenic potatoes expressing snowdrop lectin for aphid resistance,
Molecular Breeding, 5: 75–83.

24 Anon (1999) Monsanto concession on engineered corn, Nature, 397:98.
25 It is difficult to obtain accurate figures for viral damage to crops. One report suggests that four viruses in four crops cause

50–100 million damage per year. Wilson TMA and Davies J (1994) New roads to crop protection against viruses, Outlook
on Agriculture, 23: 33–39.

26 Robinson D (1996) Environmental risk assessment of releases of transgenic plants containing virus-derived inserts,
Transgenic Research, 5:359–362.
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viruses subsequently infecting the plant might incorporate some of the original viral DNA, giving
rise to a new hybrid virus. The new virus might retain the outer coat and capacity to raise antibodies
of the original viral DNA in the plant but retain other properties too. For example, the recombined
virus might also retain the range of the original viral material. Experts differ considerably as to how
likely this is to be a problem.27

6.32 Another new technique, still at the research stage, is to use a modified plant virus system to produce
high value/low volume substances such as pharmaceutical drugs or antigens for vaccines. The coat
protein of a plant virus is first wrapped around a viral genome modified to include the genes coding
for the drug in question. The viruses are allowed to infect the host plants under strict biological
containment, multiplying and producing the pharmaceutical as they do so. The plant material with
its virus/pharmaceutical product is then harvested and the substance purified. Since yields of the
drug would be high, it would not be necessary to infect very large numbers of plants, and the
products would, of course, have to be processed completely separately. This work, which is still in
its early stages, has raised some concerns about the widespread introduction of GM viruses into the
environment, although the scale and the degree of containment that would be appropriate have not
been settled.

6.33 Concerns about possible changes in land use: another concern is whether GM crops would
radically change land-use patterns. If the modification of a crop were to make it much more
profitable than many other crops, farmers might switch to it on a large scale. Certainly planting
patterns can change quickly, for example, the planting of oilseed rape and linseed have greatly
increased in popularity in recent years due to changes in the subsidies from the CAP (Common
Agricultural Policy).28 It is impossible to predict whether commercial advantage, and hence the effect
on planting patterns, will be changed as much by genetic modification as by the CAP, which is now
overdue for reform.

6.34 So it could be argued that, in a time of falling farm incomes, farmers should not be lightly prevented
from attempting to maintain their incomes. However, it is also possible that the introduction of
crops that could grow on previously unusable land, such as arid or salty areas, might mean that
marginal land, which may be of ecological interest, is taken for agriculture.

Loss of biodiversity

6.35 Loss of biodiversity: the proposed introduction of GM herbicide-tolerant and insect-resistant crops
into UK agriculture has led to a range of concerns about the potential impact on wildlife. The
intensification of agriculture has already led to a serious decline in the populations of several
farmland birds in the UK. Over the past 25 years several species, including the skylark, reed bunting
and grey partridge have declined in numbers by more than 50%. Many aspects of intensified
farming are making survival more difficult for farmland birds by reducing the amount of food
available, including the removal of field margins and hedgerows, harvesting crops early and planting
cereals in the autumn rather than the spring. The harmful effects of pesticides and herbicides
have been demonstrated by case study research on the grey partridge.29 The UK government has
committed itself to higher population targets for recovery of these declining farm birds. The Royal

27 Royal Society (1998) Genetically Modified Plants for Food Use, Royal Society, London, p 11.
28 MAFF, SOAEFD, DANI and the Welsh Office (1998) Agriculture in the United Kingdom 1998 The Stationery Office,

London.
29 Harm was caused by damaging the food chain of the grey partridge. The reduction of weeds through the use of herbicides

resulted in fewer insects, the staple diet of the grey partridge chicks. Chick survival increased dramatically if the outer edges
of wheat crops were not treated with herbicides or pesticides (Campbell L H, Avery, ML, Donald P, Evans A D, Green R E
and Wilson J D (1997) A Review of the Indirect Effects of Pesticides on Birds. JNCC Report No 227, The Joint
Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC), Peterborough.
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Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) fears that the commercial introduction of some types of
GM crops could prejudice the recovery of these bird populations.30

6.36 The RSPB and other organisations such as English Nature31 are most concerned about the
introduction of herbicide-tolerant and insect-resistant crops as they may further reduce the food
supply available for farmland birds. Inbuilt pest resistance might also affect non-target species
(paragraph 6.29). Currently, broad spectrum herbicides cannot be used for most broad leaved crops
although they are widely used in cereals. Use of broad spectrum herbicides such as Roundup will
further reduce the weed populations in a wide range of GM Roundup-resistant crops. However, the
degree of reduction and its impact on bird populations in a given environment is uncertain.

6.37 The weeds of most use to birds are located around the edge of fields. Although increasing field
margins in GM plantings might appear to offer a means of redress for the weed loss in the fields,
such an approach might lead to crops which have unacceptably high levels of weed seed.32 The use
of refuges on farmland may well have more potential to enable farmland bird populations to recover
from the decline caused by the intensification of agriculture and any additional pressures created
by the introduction of GM crops. Research to assess the cumulative impact of GM crops on the
biodiversity and potential value of refuges on farmland is urgently needed to be establish best practice.

6.38 Loss of genetic diversity: another concern that has been raised is that the introduction of these
new technologies will lead to a loss of genetic diversity within our crops. The argument is that the
practical and infrastructural costs of using the technology will be such that breeders will be motivated
to develop and aggressively market only a small number of highly bred varieties, which will not be
representative of genetic variation within the species. But this is not very different from the situation
in modern high input agriculture. In the 1970s, as noted in paragraph 2.4, it was necessary
to introduce a string of wheat varieties with new resistance genes as the prevalent pathogens,
particularly yellow rust (Puccinia striiformis) repeatedly overcame the disease resistance genes.

6.39 The same outcome might have been predicted from the implementation of F1 hybrid technology
in maize breeding. The extra costs and infrastructure for the production of hybrid seed might have
been expected to focus breeders’ efforts on the promotion of a limited range of germplasm. But
this did not happen, and the outcome for the introduction of GM crops might be the same. For
example, it is certain that there will be a number of alternative herbicide-tolerant soya varieties on
the market in the US quite soon. However, the possible reduction of available crop varieties does
underline the need to ensure that plant breeding is supported in the public sector so that a sufficient
number of varieties are kept in circulation (see paragraph 4.77).

6.40 Concerns about extensification versus intensification: critics of GM technology often assert that
it will lead to greater intensification of agriculture, and hence to greater environmental damage,
including the indirect effects on wildlife of all sorts.33 However, extensive agriculture is not necessarily
environmentally benign, since it could mean extending agriculture into valued natural habitats and
thus losing biological diversity. In the longer term, extensification could result in erosion of productive
resources if the marginal lands annexed for agriculture are ecologically and agriculturally fragile.
Changes in intensive farming, with the introduction of GM crops leading to environmentally sensitive
land being taken out of agriculture and restored to its previous state, although expensive, would tip
the balance the other way.

30 Avery, M (1998) Personal communication, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, UK.
31 English Nature, response to the Working Party’s Consultation and Johnson, B (1998) Personal communication, English

Nature, UK.
32 Barber V (1999) Personal communication, National Farmers’ Union.
33 For example see English Nature Clarifies its Position on Genetically Modified Crops, English Nature Press Release,

12 February 1999.
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6.41 Concerns about ‘genetic pollution’: some critics of the technology see the transfer of genes to
places that they could not have reached naturally as a form of ‘genetic pollution’, even if that
transfer has no immediate or imaginable deleterious consequences. For them, it is an extra form of
‘loading’ on the environment which is already under enough stress from man’s activities. This kind
of position, which revolves around the presence of new genes rather than their effects, is more
problematic than the kinds of concerns outlined above, although it is still in essence a ‘welfare-based’
concern. It is strongly linked to the idea that, owing to the complexity of the environment, risk
assessment will always be fraught with uncertainties and it is therefore impossible to fully predict or
evaluate the long-term environmental consequences of releases fully.

6.42 Concerns about the nature of GM technology: plant breeders using GM techniques often make the
point that the technology is more precise than conventional plant breeding. The claim to precision
is fair in the sense that once the desired gene is identified, it can be introduced into the crop plant in
fewer steps than would have been required by conventional techniques, if indeed it could have been
achieved by conventional techniques at all. Moreover, in conventional plant breeding unidentified
genes in novel combinations will always be present in any new variety. However, critics say that
plant scientists cannot always know the effects of the gene once it is inserted. Such unexpected
consequences do not necessarily mean that the technology is unsafe, as most side-effects are likely
to be recognised well before a plant is released, but they do point to the need for vigilance in the
regulatory procedure.

6.43 As to the ‘smallness’ of genetic changes, this may be an unhelpful way to describe them. In humans,
sickle cell anaemia is caused by only a single base-pair change in the beta globin gene.34 Similarly, a
very limited change can make a plant sterile, make it flower early or late, or change its colour. Thus
the scale of the genetic change in terms of base pairs is not always related to the scale or impact
of the consequence. Of much more importance is how the functioning of a plant’s genes has been
changed and whether the change will be stable and predictable if inherited by wild relatives.

6.44 So, although proponents of genetic engineering often present GM technology as no more than a
simple extension of conventional plant breeding, it is an extension that involves considerable extra
power, and some greater uncertainties about long-term impacts. Researchers have uncovered some
unexpected properties of transferred genes, including different effects depending on where or how
many copies of the gene have been inserted. However, the effects described, although unexpected,
have not led to the production of ‘genetic monsters’. They do, nevertheless, argue for a careful,
thorough regulatory process, on a case-by-case basis. The need for a large-scale assessment of the
cumulative effects of GM crops is discussed in Chapter 7.

Conclusions

6.45 There is a complex set of possible environmental impacts, both positive and negative, and an equally
complex set of ethical considerations covering both the intrinsic (is this wrong in principle?) and the
consequentialist (are we creating problems for ourselves?) issues. Ways in which a balance might be
struck between these concerns are discussed in Chapter 7.

34 A base pair is just one unit of the 1200 base pairs which make up the human beta globin gene.
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